Solutions for Media and Entertainment

HELP YOU DELIVER MORE PERSONALIZED
AND ENGAGING CONTENT.
The message is clear: To stay top-of-mind, you need to reach and interact with tech-savvy consumers on their terms—and in the ways
they prefer.
Competition for consumer attention is fierce. Our innovative, scalable and reliable solutions help you seize awareness, build excitement and
develop and deliver multi platform, personalized, contextual entertainment experiences—without large investments in staff or capital.

Digital Signage
You’ve got just seconds to catch consumers’ attention—and digital
signage makes the most of them. Digital signs attract viewers, build
brands, inform, educate and influence purchase decisions—and
empower you to keep your message always immediately relevant.
From sports venues to train stations, Digital Signage solutions from
Verizon Wireless offer a cost-effective and flexible means of
communicating with the customers you want to reach.

Mobile Marketing
Getting noticed is challenging; staying at the forefront of shopper’s
minds is even more so. With Mobile Marketing solutions, you gain the
power to provide rich, customized shopper experiences, and deliver
on-target, on-time messaging. You’ll discover new and innovative
ways to drive increased foot traffic, conversion and loyalty.

Mobile Resource Management
Your bottom line depends on the assets that drive your business
and matter the most—including your employees and equipment.
Real-time visibility into mobile workforce location and equipment
usage can elevate productivity across your operations, helping you
improve scheduling and routing of service trucks and personnel,
and empowering proactive equipment maintenance. So you never
miss a beat.

Mobile Command Center
The news is happening everywhere at once—so you need the
power of a real-time mobile command center. Enable more
cost-effective remote broadcasts for events and breaking
news. Quickly set up and deploy. Monitor multiple locations
simultaneously for increased awareness. Transmit highresolution photos on location, in near real time. It’s the world at
your fingertips—and at your command.

Wireless Kiosk
To compete with online shopping, brick-and-mortar stores are
looking for fresh ways to engage customers and set themselves
apart. Verizon Wireless Kiosk solutions let you quickly deploy
point-of-service kiosks to empower interactive content, cashless
transactions and targeted, dynamic media. By combining the
traditional shopping experience with digital communication
technology, you create a low-cost, high-impact communication
strategy for your organization that drives consumer loyalty and
boosts your bottom line.

Why

VERIZON?
Verizon Wireless technology helps your business operate more efficiently and effectively. When your mobile workers are
on the go, our solutions help keep them connected, sharing data and collaborating with secure, reliable technology.
Verizon Wireless draws upon these advanced technology platforms and services to provide targeted solutions for your
mobile workforce.

MOBILITY
On-the-go connectivity

CONNECTED MACHINES
Linking people, devices
and systems

GLOBAL NETWORKS
Worldwide quality, security
and reliability

CLOUD, I.T. AND APPLICATIONS
Enterprise-class cloud and
mobile applications

SECURITY
Protecting resources while
unleashing opportunity

ADVANCED COMMUNICATIONS
Integrated rich communications
and collaboration

PROFESSIONAL AND
MANAGED SERVICES
Help increasing organizational
effectiveness
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Verizon is America’s largest and most reliable
4G LTE network.
It’s also 10x faster than 3G, so you can do all the things
you love—only faster. That’s the power of 4G LTE.
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Visit our Industry Solutions Explorer.
verizonenterprise.com/industry/media

Contact your Verizon Wireless business
specialist. 800.526.3178

